Characterization of the Color Space in use
ATLsync is the software for color management in digital textile production. It adapts to each workflow in a
totally transparent way. Through a simple parametrization of a few minutes, ATL works in background
intercepting the images destined to the Rip, automatically modifying the characteristics with the correction of
the imperfections and/or differences present in the profiles and/or variables in use.
The control intervention carried out upstream of the process in use allows calibrating the Rip or the profile in
use without modifying other characteristics so as not to compromise the present or past work.

A correct calibration, added to a proprietary
colorimetric
algorithm,
allows
the
easy
achievement of balance between different
machines, even if they are loaded with different
inks, substrates or Rip.
The many variables that change daily the behavior
of your machines, for example, a deep maintenance
or a simple change of heads, with ATL are no longer
a problem.

Color management without modifying Rip
and/or profile in use
The simple reading of a target ( in 5 minutes ) allows
interpreting a reference and printing it with
authenticity, or more, it allows dividing the order
into several machines, even if they are different.

Equalization: Same colors on all printers
After these different characterizations, it is possible
to align the different technologies or different
working conditions, thus equalizing the results. In
case of very dissimilar Gamut, it is possible to
establish it also in Softproofing.

Custom Color Folders
ATL also allows you to open or generate color folders
by entering the colors read with the
spectrophotometer or simply copying them from
another folder, for example, the Pantone. Each folder
is a true color atlas organized according to personal
preferences and comforts. Each color reference is
composed of the reflectance and the relative
conversion in graphic computing values such as
LAB, RGB, CMYK.

Absolute colorimetry
in the search of tones
Thanks to the color approximator it is possible to
select a reference and expand the color space,
obtaining similar colors to the chosen one and
thus allowing a subjective selection.

Quality control
By selecting two colors it is possible to view the
differences in space LAB, XYZ and the relative Delta
values. Given the predefined illuminators it will be
possible to verify the color quality at the
colorimetric level and with a true laboratory
instrument able to show and print the Delta E, Delta
C, Delta H, Metamerism, Stability MSE and GFC.
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